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It's the Chaos Theory
It's - It's the Chaos Theory (7x)
The Chaos Theory!
If I teach you every secret of the dragon's lair
Would I remain the one and only dragon slayer?
On the daily, I'm the mastermind of everything you
question
Skilled like pick or forced and the hallowed ground in
restin in
If the dream plymouth cube really exists
Would you wish away the wars and the coming of
Apocalypse?
Devastating like the chambers and dungeons
combined
And slicker than a 20 sided die
Once we were not found divine, must roll for soul
The worst is drownin in the moat
We're bringin on the antidote
Underneath the cloak of night
Without a dagger in sight
It's just the wind and the blades of samurais
Waitin for the sun to come up
To watch the battle begin
The heads has kept his trophies in the warriors' den
And souls descend and destroy the sick and weary
And become elements of the Chaos Theory
It's the Chaos Theory
It's - It's the Chaos Theory!
(Behind enemy lines)
It's - It's the Chaos Theory
(it's about time for you and your empire to die)
(4x)
The Chaos Theory!
On the top of snow covered cabins
Knowledge is hidden
To read it and use it is forbidden
Like a double - edged sword,
Cut or be cut
Do unto others what it takes to get your strength up
Cmon get up
Attack with full force
Pending on the situation of course
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There's gotta be a win without a single loss
Targeting the Ambassador of the regime
And let his blood flow through local drinkin stream
(drink it up)
Let the point be felt
It's not the money or wealth
It's not the riches or jewels he's keepin for himself
It's about the freedon, it's about the pride
It's about time for you and your empire to die
Behind enemy lines without communication
And only the sun to light the scene of the assassination
Sword blade in hand
I take a destiny stand
For every man and woman
Reppin' the ninja clan
It's the Chaos Theory
It's - It's the Chaos Theory!
(Behind enemy lines)
It's - It's the Chaos Theory
(it's about time for you and your empire to die)
(4x)
The Chaos Theory!
When the smoke clears from out the battlefield
The opponents now know how all the cattle feel
To be slaughtered and eaten by some
Who outta they mind
As we reveal one world of fellowship at a time
It had to be chaos without finding this lil hunter
With everyone content and living under
The rule of one king
In charge of runnin everything
Reaping untold fortunes while the world is suffering
It's a theory more complex than flux compacitors
Pressing powerful punks down like trash compactors
I'm not an actor,
I'm a prophet of the 7th world
Heaven's staircase is long, it's startin to curl
Around the universe like the Chaos Theory
As ghosts rise from the bare grounds of cementaries
And only lands all across the world
Where people are at peace
'cause evil is gone from out the street
It's the Chaos Theory
It's - It's the Chaos Theory!
(Behind enemy lines)
It's - It's the Chaos Theory
(it's about time for you and your empire to die)
(4x)
The Chaos Theory!

What is this? Who are these bloody wizards? Why are



they attacking me?
They're ninja warriors, maybe they've been sent by the
Russians. I'm afraid they want to kill you.
These guys are tough; they're like Japanese samurai
the way they fight. And also the weapons they use, how
can I handle them?
Don't be pessimistic, if only you could find the ninja
master.
Mmhmm,
You should go and look. With a bit of luck, you'll find
what you need.
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